
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a product manager technical.
Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal
list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the
qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for product manager technical

Perform data analysis, provide development support for existing systems,
and troubleshoot data and/or system issues within the Data Warehouse
environment upstream systems, as needed
Collaborate with the Development Team to evaluate technical options,
conducting build versus buy analysis
Work with Development Team to impart product knowledge and produce
what will become the basis of sales presentations, collateral, and press
releases where appropriate, identify operational requirements throughout the
enterprise (i.e., Finance, Customer Support, Marketing, Supplier Partners,
Training, ) for the successful deployment of projects to ensure these
requirements are met
Assist Strategically Product Manager to collect, aggregate and analyze
product requirements from customers, strategic product management sales
and transform them into the product backlog
Run SCRUM meetings and Stand-ups and IPM’s and maintain the AGILE
methodologies
Develop a program to assess, prioritize and plan for key industry conferences
in areas of strategic focus
Assist in providing primary market research on key strategic areas
Coordination of customer interviews, surveys and VOC to provide marketing,
R&D and commercial team intelligence on customer needs, competitive

Example of Product Manager Technical Job
Description
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Develop the AWS product integration strategy and vision and translate it into
creative, high quality, simple project features
Work closely with engineering teams, design, and program management in
an agile environment to deliver products to our first and largest customer

Qualifications for product manager technical

Video Industry and/or Data background
Experience with large-scale, data-backed web and mobile applications
Over two years experience on product management work and used to be key
contributor for at least one commercial real-time communication or
management system
Strong technical background on Java or C++ SW development
Expertise on kinds of internet and telecom network protocols, e.g TCP/IP,
UDP, HTTP, Web Service, SMPP, SIP, MM7, SS7 is preferred
Strong business oriented mindset


